
 

HLB Eviction Reduction Taskforce Meeting 
Thursday, July 25, 2019 
10:30am – 12:00 p.m. 
Resurrection House  

 
Purpose:  The purpose of the Eviction Reduction Taskforce of the HLB is to provide information and 
recommendations to the HLB for its actions and advocacy with a goal of reducing the number of 
evictions in Pinellas County that contribute to individuals and families entering homelessness. 
 
Members of the Task Force:   

Pamela Qualls, HLB Member   Bob Cundiff, HLB Member   
Helen Rhymes, City of St. Petersburg  Lisa Brody, Bay Area Legal Services 
Thomas Sousa, HLB Member   Kimberly Rodgers, Community Law Program 
Cynthia Sinclair, Resurrection House 
   
Alex Strieder, HLB Staff    Iris Price, HLB Staff 

         

Agenda 
 
Welcome and Introductions 
 
Approval of June 25 minutes 
 
HLB Presentation Review 
 
Action Item – Recommendation(s) to HLB 
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 HLB Eviction Reduction Taskforce Draft MINUTES 
June 25, 2019 – 10:30 AM – Resurrection House, 800 11th St. N, St. Petersburg, FL 

Attendees: Thomas Sousa, HLB Member HLB Staff: 
Pam Qualls, Chair Kimberly Rodgers, Community Law Alex Streider 
Lisa Brody, Bay Area Legal Services Cynthia Sinclair, Resurrection House Iris Price 
Helen Rhymes, City of St. Pete Guests:  
Bob Cundiff, HLB Member Julie Rocco, Foundation Healthy St. Pete  

 

1. The meeting convened at 10:36 a.m. Introductions were made, and quorum was  
established. Chair Pamela Qualls informed attendees that she is still working on obtaining needed 
data. She will review a draft of the current recommendations for the HLB at this meeting to be 
presented to the Board in July or August. 

 
2. Approval of May 30, 2019 Minutes 

 
MOTION & VOTE: Bob Cundiff moved to accept the minutes as presented; seconded by Thomas 
Sousa. The vote passed unanimously. 
 

3. Update on increase in requests for service in 2018 from Community Law Program  
Kimberly Rodgers from the Community Law Program was not yet present to report their data. Lisa 
Brody of Bay Area Legal Services (BALS) did not have data with her but noted a slight increase in 
requests for services after inclusion of language in Pinellas County eviction notices pointing tenants 
to available legal assistance. She indicated BALS would advocate for similar language in the three-
day notice of late payment, if recommended. She can bring supporting data to the next meeting.  
 

4. Information on FloridaHousingSearch.org from HLB staff, Alex Strider 
After a brief explanation of this service and its use, discussion followed whether it could also be 
used to share which landlords charge unreasonable fees or fail to give notice of late payment. Such a 
list could become a problem under Sunshine Law. Other means were put forth such as alerting 
providers by word-of-mouth at meetings so that money for rapid rehousing doesn’t go to 
“problematic landlords.” It is unknown whether these same landlords treat low-income and non-
rapid rehousing applicants equally. 
 
Discussion: Excessive charges to low-income tenants. Most eviction cases Lisa Brody sees are for 
nonpayment. Tenants are sometimes evicted a couple of months after making payments they believe 
brought their rent and late fees current. It was suggested that providers who pay tenants’ back rent 
and fees fill out a form that lists what the payments cover. Tenants who lack rental history may be 
asked to pay double security deposits, in addition to first and last months’ rents to get into a rental. 
 
Discussion: Eviction trends are difficult to identify. HLB Housing Specialist Alex Streider 
distributed a report from Unite Pinellas that shows where most evictions are happening in the 
County. Trends are harder to pinpoint in part due to a lack of relevant data to track. Non-corporate 
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landlords don’t always file W-9s or have certificates of occupancy. They may be unaware of legal 
requirements for small rentals or want to fly under the radar. Pinellas has no landlord registry. 
Opportunity exists to educate landlords about legal rights and responsibilities. Examples of eviction 
cases were discussed to illustrate how much each situation differs, which is another reason that 
trends are difficult to spot. 
 
Information was shared about New York State legislation recently enacted that overwhelmingly 
favors tenants and might be used as a model. The harshness of these new laws toward landlords 
was discussed. Introducing similar legislation in Florida would take substantial advocacy. 
ACTION: Cynthia will send a New York Times article re: this legislation to Pamela for distribution. 
 
Julie Rocco of Foundation for a Healthy St. Petersburg, recommended attendees listen to a four-part 
podcast at EvictionLab.org called The Scarlet E: Unmasking America’s Eviction Process. Lisa Brody 
said Palm Beach, Florida could be a model for solutions such as court-based opinions and strong 
advocacy groups. 
ACTION: Lisa Brody will get specifics about Palm Beach for this taskforce to examine. 
 

5. Update on Provider Information, Pamela Qualls 
There is no systemwide data from which to pull a report. Point in Time data reveals multiple 
reasons leading to eviction. It was suggested some grants may be funding providers who gather 
data on how many tenants are paying late fees and whether the fees are legitimate. The St. Pete 
Housing Authority gives tenants a flyer requesting they contact SPHA if they are being evicted; this 
could be used as a model for other providers to educate tenants about their rights. There are not a lot 
of available prevention dollars in our community, but AFAP and SSVF have HUD prevention 
dollars. Renegotiating for more dollars for Tier 1 prevention was suggested. Availability of 
published materials at the state level to educate landlords was also mentioned. 
 

6. HLB Presentation Review, Pamela Qualls 
The Chair reviewed a PowerPoint of the current eviction process and explained details of the 
process and three-day notice. Various scenarios based on tenants’ responses to non-payment and 
eviction notifications were discussed to anticipate questions from the Board. Goals of the 
presentation were discussed, and modifications were made. 
 

7. Recommendations to HLB 
Discussion: What questions does the taskforce need to answer? How can data be obtained to 
answer these questions?  

• How often is eviction warranted? 
• What are the challenges driving this issue? 
• What data exists in public records from eviction filings? 
• Are data analytics available from the Clerk or court administration? 

 
Discussion: Outcomes of eviction cases. Kimberly shared that public records provide only the 
following: the number of filings; the number of defaults (53% do not deposit to registry to fight the 
eviction); the judgment; or whether the case was dismissed. It would require a manual search to 
determine all outcomes. A 12-month survey was suggested to gather current data as cases proceed. 
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Information the taskforce would like to know: public or private housing; whether rent was withheld 
for cause; whether there was a motion to determine how much money should be paid into the 
registry. Many tenants move out after receiving a three-day notice to avoid eviction or costs related 
to fighting it. 
 
Discussion: Landlords’ interests. Suggestions were made concerning (1.) landlord responsibilities 
about handling receipt of payments, and (2.) asking an attorney who works with landlords to attend 
a Taskforce meeting. Pamela said landlords’ interests would be outside this Taskforce’s scope. 
 
Thomas Sousa left the meeting at 11:50 a.m. 
 
Discussion: Suggested changes to the recommendations. 

• Advocacy at state level to allow more than three (3) days for tenants to pay unpaid rent; 
model the timeframe on that of active-duty military. 

ACTION: Pamela will rewrite that piece of the recommendation. 
• Add terminology at County level to the three-day notice rather than waiting till eviction 

notice. 
• Recommend that the HLB advocates for the addition of terminology to the three-day notice. 

 
Discussion: More data is needed to determine how many would be helped by adding verbiage to 
three-day notice. Community Law Program’s data shows similar addition of terminology to eviction 
notices resulted in a 50% increase in requests for their services and a 60% increase in those they were 
able to help. Lisa will pull BALS’s data, but their income requirements make most callers ineligible. 
Adding language such as, “Income restrictions may apply” to the three-day notice might screen out 
some inquiries. Other ways of screening for eligibility and gathering data were suggested. 
 
ACTION: Pamela will send out slides of the presentation before the next meeting. 
 
Presentation will be made August 2nd, 2019, at the HLB Board meeting at Suncoast Hospice. All 
meeting attendees were invited to attend. Lisa Brody and Kimberly Rodgers were encouraged to 
attend to answer legal questions and provide research on the Palm Beach County model. 
 

8. The meeting adjourned at 12:25 p.m. Next scheduled meeting is Thursday, July 25, 2019, 
10:30 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.  
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